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NOTES.
CREETING ST. PETER.
In the Church of CreetingSt. Peter an interesting Wall Painting
has been uncovered by the Rector, the Rev. S. H. De la Bere.
Noticing traces of colour on the walls the Rector patiently and
laborously peeled off the many coats of lime wash until a large
figure of St. Christopher and a small speculative figure were revealed on the North wall.
The Christopher is contained in a bordered frame of white and
lettered scrollwork, measuring 13-ft. by 10-ft., the Figure being
about 9Tft.high, beardedand holdingin his right hand the customary
" blossomingstaff," and fish swimmingaround his feet.
The Christ Child is crowned, with right hand uplifted and two
fingers raised.
The small figure has both arms uplifted, holding a Ring in the
right hand and a book in the left. It may represent either St.
Edward or St. Edmund as both are associated by Legend with a
Ring, but from its positionon the North wall is more likely to represent Baptismal regeneration. In fact,it is so hghly symbolicalas
to exclude the idea of personality.
The Figure stands with arms extended to represent the Crossand
the CrucifiedOne, hanging on the Crossby His nailed hands. He
holds in one hand a Book (TheWord, Logos,Soul of the Universe).
which represents Truth. In the other hand a Ring representing
Birth, the entrance to Life. A pictorial rendering of " I am the
Way,,the Truth, and the Life." I in you and you in Me.
It is interesting as the design is early and the Christopher is
later work painted over it, possibly because its meaning was forgotten and the ChristopherLegendwas familiar and appropriate. .
On visiting the Church last April I found that the lower half of
the Christopher painting had been plastered over as the wall was
crumbling away.
H. A. HARRIS.
CLOVESHODISCLOSED (?).
In the last issue of our Proceedingsattention was drawn to the
lost " site of Clovesho,where the celebrated Councilswere wont to
deliberate, on the eastern shoresof the great Fen Sea " (p. 192). It
was suggested in the Local Paper on 19th August, 1922, that'
Cloveshomight be now represented by How Hill, some three and

